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Everyman. Hardback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Complete Shorter Fiction, Herman
Melville, John Updike, This title is published to coincide with the becentenary of Horace Walpole's
death. Horace Walpole was letter writer so energetic and fertile that his collected correspondence
occupies forty volumes. Yet his energy and fertility were matched by such perceptiveness and wit,
and his thoughts are expressed in such a delightful style, that the results are always entertaining,
often brilliant and invariably gripping. As the prime minister's son and an habitue of the highest
social and political circles, Walpole was well-placed to gather all the gossip of his day, great or
small, and to form opinions on the great. As a celebrated novelist, amateur architect and man of
taste, he also had an unrivalled eye for the customs and changing fashions of the time. His letters
provide one of the most vivid pictures we have of the late eighteenth-century Britain. This collection
contains 434 letters, arranged under sixteen headings for ease of reference: Boyhood and th Grand
Tour; Politics; The Court: The Man about Town; Virtuoso and Antiquarian; Strawberry Hill his
Literary Works; his Literary Criticism; his Family; Friends and Correspondents; Later Years; His
Character; Current...
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ReviewsReviews

I actually started off reading this ebook. It can be full of knowledge and wisdom I discovered this pdf from my i and dad suggested this pdf to understand.
-- Marilyne Haag-- Marilyne Haag

Thorough guide for ebook lovers. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. Its been designed in an remarkably straightforward way
which is simply soon after i finished reading this publication in which actually altered me, affect the way i think.
-- Gunner Labadie-- Gunner Labadie
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